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REMARK: Whenever f is a transformation of a set V and x is an element 
of V, instead of f(x) we shall write either fx or f·x; also for two trans-
formations f, g we shall write fg or f · g instead of f (g). 
1. Throughout this article e = (R; <) will be a complete . lattice; 
i.e. a partially ordered set in which each subset V has a supremum, 
denoted either by "sup V" or by "sup x", and an infimum, written 
xeV 
"inf V" or "inf x". sup R and inf R will be called "1" and "0", 
xeV 
respectively. 
With e also ij = (R; ;;;, ) is a complete lattice. Thus a certain duality 
is induced in our theory. 
In order to exclude ambiguity, sometimes we shall have to indicate 
to which lattice a certain symbol is referring; for instance we have for 
any set VCR: 
sup [e] V = inf [ij] V 
2. The set of all isotone (i.e. order preserving) transformations of 
R into itself will be called II. In II we define in a natural way an ordering 
relation: 
f<g if fx<gx for all x E R. 
With this definition (II; <) is a complete lattice. 
A transformation f of R into R is in II if and only if for each subset 
V of R 
(2.1) f sup V;;;,sup fV 
.The identity map i of R is an element of II. 
We now define two transformations T and T of II into itself: for 
f E II we put 
(2.2) (Tf)x =sup y, (Tf)x = inf y (x E R). 
Iff E II is a one-to-one transfocmation of R onto R; and if its inverse 
j-1 is an element of II, then j-1 =Tf=Tf. 
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Obviously we have: 
(2.3) T[e]=T[e], T[§]=T[e], 
and: 
(2.4) Tf- f>i, Tf- f<i. 
For f E II we define /o E II by: 
~/o0=0; 
(fox= fx for all x* 0. 
(2.5) THEOREM: For all f E II: 
Tf=inf {k!k E II; kf>i}=sup {h!h E II; foh<i}. 
PROOF: Put inf {k!k E II; kf>i}=g, sup {h!h E II; foh<i}=j. We shall 
shew: Tf>g>j>Tf. 
(1) From Tf- f>i it follows immediately that Tf>g. 
(2) Suppose h, k E II, foh<i, kf>i. Now hx<kx is trivial when hx=O; 
for any other x we have hx<kfhx=kfohx<kx; so h<k. It follows 
that g>j. 
(3) In order to prove that Tf<j, we have to shew that for every 
a E R, sup x < ja. Evidently this will be true if for every x with 
fro~ a 
fx <a, we can find an h E II, such that foh < i, while x < ha. This h 
can be constructed by putting hu = x for u >a, hu = 0 for every 
other u. 
It follows from (2.4) and (2.5), that 
(2.6) hf>i if and only if h>Tf (h, f E II). 
The "dual" form of (2.6) is: hf<i if and only if h<Tf; so foh<i if and 
only if fo<Th. From this and from (2.5) we see: 
(2.7) Tf=sup {h!h E II; Th> /o}. 
The following theorems are evident: 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Iff, g E II and f<g, then Tf>Tg. 
(T/)1 = 1 for all f E II. 
If Tf<i, then f>i. (From (2.4)) 
If/, g Ell, thenT(fg)<Tg·Tf. 
Iff E II, and fR=R, then Tf<Tf. 
In case e is a totally ordered set, Tf < Tf for all f E II. 
(2.13) THEOREM: For f, g E II, gf=i if and only if Tf<g<Tf. 
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PROOF: The "if" follows immediately from (2.4); the "only if" follows 
from (2.6). 
Corollary: For any f E II, the conditions 
(1) Tf- f=i; 
(2) Tf-f=i; 
(3) Tf<Tf; 
( 4) There exists a g E II such that gf = i; 
are equivalent. 
(2.14) THEOREM: For f E II, TTf<f<TTf. 
PROOF: f<TTf follows from Tf-f<i and from the definition ofT. 
TTf<f is proved dually. 
(2.15) THEOREM: Iff E II and VCR, then sup fV;;;.TTf-sup V (cf. (2.1)); 
if/, g E II, and if sup fV;;;.g·sup V for every VCR, then g<,TTf. 
PRooF: (1) Tf E II, so Tf·sup fV;;;.sup Tff V;;;.sup V; so sup fV;;;. 
TTf sup V. 
(2) If sup fV>g·sup V for all VCR, then for every a E R one has 
g·Tfa=g·sup ;l:<,sup fx<,a, and therefore g·Tf<,i. From the dual form 
ix<;;;a ix<;;;a 
of (2.6) the theorem follows. 
3. We have seen that f E II, if and only if for every V C R f ·sup V;;;. 
sup fV. Now we define a subset A of II as the set of all those trans-
formations of R into itself for which, for all VCR, /·sup V =sup· fV. 
(3.1) THEOREM: The following conditions for a transformation f of R 
into itself are equivalent: 
(1) f-sup V =sup fV for all VCR. , 
(2) IE II, f-Tf<,i. 
(3) There exists a transformation g of R into itself such that fx<y if 
and only if x<,gy. 
(4) IE II, f=TTf. 
(5) f E II; for every g-~H, f<g if and only if Tf;;;.Tg. 
PROOF: From the definition of T it follows immediately that (1) 
implies (2). (2) implies (3) with g=Tf. 
If (3) holds, it is easy to prove that f, g E II, g=Tf and f=Tg; so f=TTf. 
If (4) holds, and Tf;;;.Tg for some g E II, then g;;;.TTg;;;.TTf= f. 
Finally, assume (5), and let V be a subset of R. 
We have to prove only that f-sup V <,sup fV. Now let g be defined by: 
~ gx=sup fV for x<,sup V; 
~ gx = 1 for every other x. 
Then, as is easily verified, g E II, and Tg<Tf; so f<g. Then 
f-sup V <!J·sup V =sup fV. 
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(3.2) THEoREM: A[eJ=TA[eJ,'A[eJ=TA[eJ. 
PRooF: Iff E A[e], then f=TTf; so Tf=TT·Tf, and Tf EA. The 
rest of the theorem follows from the formula "A=TTA'' and from duality. 
(3.3) THEOREM: Iff, g E A, then fg E A and T(fg)=Tg·Tf. 
PRooF: fgx.;;;,y if ~tnd only if gx.;;;,Tfy, which is the case if and only 
if x.;;;,Tg·Tf-y. 
REMARK: The equality T(fg)=Tg·Tf is already valid when f E A 
and g Ell. 
(3.4) THEOREM: IfF C A, then sup FE A, and T sup F="infTF. 
PROOF: The following statements are equivalent: 
(l) (sup F)x.;;;,y; 
(2) fx.;;;,y for every f E F; 
(3) x.;;;,Tfy for every f E F; 
(4) x.;;;,(inf F)y. 
(3.5) For all f E A, f0=0. 
(3.6) THEOREM: Iff E A, then f-Tf-f=f, Tf·f·Tf='/.'f. 
PROOF: Tf-f>i and f-Tf.;;;,i; so f<f(Tf-f)=(f·Tf)f.;;;,f. 
(3.7) THEOREM: For f, g E A the conditions 
(l) fR C gR; 
(2) f=gh for soine hE II; 
(3) if Tgx=Tgy, then Tfx=Tfy; 
(4) Tf=k·Tg for some k E II; 
are equivalent. So are: 
(l) If gx=gy, then fx=fy; 
(2) f=kg for some k E II; 
(3) Tf-R C Tg·R; 
(4) Tf=Tg·~ for some hE II. 
PROOF: The second part of the theorem is the dual form of the first, 
with Tf, Tg, f, g instead off, g, Tf, Tg. Further, the implications (2) -+ (I) 
and (4)-+ (3) are trivial. So only verification is needed of (3)-+ (2) and 
(l)-+ (4). 
Assume (3). Then, because Tg=Tg·g·Tg, we have Tf=Tf-g·Tg, which 
is (4) with k=Tf-g. Now f=f·Tf-f= f-Tf-g·Tg·f<g·Tg· f<f, sof=g·Tg· f, 
and (2) is valid with h=Tg·f. 
Assuming (1), for every x we have a y, such that fx=gy=g·Tg·gy= 
=g·Tg·fx, which proves (2), again with h=Tg·f. Then, by the remark 
after theorem (3.3), we have (4) with k=T(Tg· f). 
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REMARK: For f E II, g E A, (1) remains equivalent with (2), and (3) 
with (4); while (1) and (2) imply (3) and (4). 
If we take as our R the segment [0, 1] of the real line, A is the set of 
all non·increasing functions on [0, 1] tot [0, 1] which leave the point 0 
invariant and which are continuous from the left. 
In any complete lattice e we can, for any two points a, b E R, define 
a transformation la,b E A by: 
~ la,bX=O for x..;;a; 
( la,bX = b for every other x. 
Then we have: 
~ Tla,bY = 1 for y;;;. b; 
( Tla,w=a for every other y. 
4. Let R be the class of those subsets V of R for which 
wcv implies sup WE V. 
(Because every subset of R contains the null set, every set of R 
contains 0) . 
. A transformation f E II is called an "R-closure of R to f R" if f = f2 < i; 
analogously it is an "L-closure of R to f R" if f = /2 ;;;. i. 
If f is an R-closure, then f R E R; conversely, if V E R, then there exists 
a uniquely determined R-closure of R to, V. Generally, if VCR, the 
R-closure p of R to V R' the smallest element of R which contains V, is 
given by: 
px=sup{yJy E V, y<;x} 
( 4.1) THEOREM: A transformation f E II is in A if and only if for every 
V E R also f-1 V E R. 
PROOF: (1) Let fEA, VER, W<=;"f-1V. Then fWC V, so f-sup W= 
=sup fW E V; therefore sup WE f-1V. 
(2) Suppose now k1 V E R for every V E R. Let W CR. 
We define a v E R .by\ X E v if and only if x<;sup rw. Then fW c v, 
so W C f-1 V. Because f-1 V E R this means sup WE f-1 V, and so 
/·sup W <;sup fW. Then f EA. 
(4.2) THEOREM: For every R-closure p: 
Tp·p=Tp; Tp·p=p. 
PROOF: (1) If py<;x, then py=p2y..;;px; conversely, if py..;;px, then 
py<;x because p..;;i. Now we have Tp·px=sup y=sup y=Tpx. 
2J11~:PW P11~Z 
(2) p·p;>p, so p;;;.Tp·p. But p<;i, so Tp;;;.i, and Tp·p;;;.p. Then 
Tp·p=p. 
(4.3) THEOREM: Iff E A and if p is an R-closure, then f-·p·Tf is the 
R-closure of R to fpR. 
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PROOF: It is clear that fpR E R. Further: 
f-p·Tfx= f-sup{ulu E pR; u<Tfx}=sup{fuju E pR; fu<x}= 
=sup{yjy E fpR; y<x}. 
Particularly we have: 
(4.4) THEOREM: Iff E A, then f-Tf is the R-closure to fR, and, dually, 
Tf- f is the L-closure to Tf- R. 
(4.5) THEOREM: If pis an L-closure, then Tp is the R-closure to (pR)R. 
The proof of this theorem is quite simple. 
5. Henceforth the set of those f E II, which leave 0 invariant, will be 
denoted by II0 ; :n:o = <IIo; <) is a complete lattice. 
A C Ilo; even is A E R[:n:0]. U will be the R-closure of Ilo to A. 
We shall write I for i[:n:o], T for T[:n:o], T for T[:n:o]. 
(5.1) THEOREM: TU =1. 
PROOF: By virtue of ( 4.5) we have only to prove that for every 
f E Ilo f=inf {gjg E A; g> f}. 
For every a E R, lo,ta E A, la,l E A ( cf. 3), and sup(lo,fa, la,l) > f; so 
fa=sup(lo,ta, la,l)a>inf{gajg E A; g>f}>fa 
TT is an order preserving transformation of II0 into itself. 
(5.2) THEOREM: U <TT<l. 
PROOF: If g E A, and g<f, then g=TTg<TTf. 
(5.3) THEOREM: T(TT)=l. 
This is an immediate consequence of (5.1) and (5.2). 
6. It is easy to extend all this to the case of isotone mappings of one 
complete lattice into another: 
Let lX=<A; <) and f3=<B; <) be two complete lattices. (We shall 
not need a distinction between the order relations). Then II[ lX; {3] will 
be the set of all order-preserving transformations of A into B; II[{3; !X] 
will be the. obvious analogue. 
We define two transformations of Il[lX; {3] into Il[f3; lX] by putting: 
) 
(~[!X; {3]/)x=sup{yjy E A; fy<x} 
(T[lX; {3]/)x=inf {yjy E A; fy>x} 
(f E II[ !X; {3], X E B) 
Thus, if properly generalized, all theorems remain valid. 
Returning to our lattice (.!, we can take lX=:n:o=<IIo; <), as defined 
above, and {3 = :n:1 =<III; > ), where Il1 is the set of all f E II that leave 1 
invariant. Then T E II[:n:o; :n:1] and T E Il[:n:1; :n:0], because of (2.9). 
It follows from (2.7) that: 
(6.1) ~ ~[:n:o; :n:I]~ = T; 
( T[:n:1; :n:o]T = T. 
